Voluntary Body Donation Programs: A Timely Awakening
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Editorial

We have the read the research article entitled “Body donation Program for the Anatomical teaching: The perception by Brazilian students” by da Costa Sobrinho OP, et al. published in your esteemed Journal of Human Anatomy 2018, 2(2):000125. We want to congratulate the authors for the published research article and addressing the common scenario throughout the globe about voluntary body donation programs and scarcity of cadavers for Anatomy teaching.

The procurement of cadavers for learning Anatomy in the past was by way of digging graves to steal bodies or unclaimed dead bodies [1]. But with civilization and technology advancement the standard of living increased and this lead to shortage of cadavers [2]. Most of the universities and medical schools throughout the world are facing difficulty in procuring cadavers for Anatomy teaching. Human cadavers are the gold standard and the best possible means to study 3-dimensional morphology of organs and correlate it with the functions [3].

In this article they have conducted a survey to know about the awareness / perception of the Body donation in the Brazilian students which they could by way of questionnaire study. As the need of cadavers for Anatomical teaching is the best mode of studying the subject [4]. How do the students perceive donation of one’s own body for research purpose could be best gauged from this Brazilian study. It could also test the knowledge, attitude the students had about the body donation program in Brazil. Due to this initiative the body donation program will gain momentum and to some extent the shortage scarcity of cadavers in medical schools for teaching 3 dimensional anatomy will be tackled [5].

The Laws, provisions and rules governing the destination of the donated bodies for human Anatomy teaching does differ from one country to other. Creating awareness about Body donation programs in Brazil will help to motivate the students and people at large about how to shun the myths and religious beliefs on donation of one’s own body for medical research [6]. As donated cadavers are the best source of material for Anatomical teaching and research in medical schools [7]. The strategies need to be chalked out and the people to be approached should be done in a well planned manner by way of donor profiles for maintaining effective body donation programs. Fruitful implementation of the body donation program will also help for conducting the Hand’s on cadaveric workshops for doctors of surgical specialities to hone the operative skills and for students to prepare good quality museum specimens [8]. The knowledge of Anatomy gained through cadaveric dissection is the best mode for medical practice for future surgeons and doctors [9]. This can best be achieved through the use of donated bodies by widespread, publicized and institutionalized voluntary body donation programs [10, 11].
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